
Features:
6 inputs (5HD-SDI or SDI, 1 DVI-1)
3 SDI outputs and 3 HD Analog Component Output
10 bit Frame Synchronizer
Easy titling with Datavideo CG -100 Character Generator
Multiple Interfaces
6- tally outputs 
RS422 control 
Network interface with an IP address for easy image transfer
Range of switching effects
12V DC operation

Switcher Package Includes:
SE-1000 HD/SD Digital Video Switcher    
2- TLM-433   (3 - 16:9 SD Composite monitors)
1- RKM-3N3  for the two monitors and an intercom            
1 - TB-10-Tally Box       
6 - Tally Lights 

SE-1000 Accessories

* HD/SD-SDI Distribution Amplifier 
p/n VP-445
1 in 4 out either format but not mixed

* 3 x16:9 LCD monitors in one 19” 
rack mount  p/n TLM-433

* Holder for two TLM-433 monitors, 
SE-1000 and ITC-100 Intercom
p/n RKM-3N3

* 17” HD-YUV 16:9 LCD monitor 
p/n TLM-170 

* Tally lights and Tally box   
p/n TB-10

* Intercom with 6 headsets
p/n ITC-200

* Mobile Studio Seated Operation Case – 1 pcs P/N CCS-M1
* Mobile Studio Standing Operation Case – 2 pcs P/N CCS-M3   

Dimensions / Weight / Power Requirements
Width:   17 inches, 430 mm 
Depth:   16.8 inches, 420 mm 
Height:  4.72 inches, 120 mm 
Net Weight: 14 lbs, 6.4 kgs

SE-1000
Preliminary Product

i th the growing popular i ty of  HD video product ion, the 
Datavideo SE-1000 Switcher Package is an interesting and 
viable choice for small production companies, churches, OB vans and 

corporate production departments. It supports live production using, 5 inputs 
(HDSDI or SDI) plus one computer and one still frame. And, it has three outputs 
(HDSDI or SDI). 

This is ideal for venues with live HD projection and an audience that needs SD 
“take away” DVD’s or SD for live webcasting. (Use the DAC-5 to convert SD-SDI to DV)

Since all internal processing is done in HD, you’ll get the most from every input.

Included is a Linear key and self key effect for easy titling or logo insertion and 
for use with an external Character Generator. 

The SE-1000 has Composite SD (and composite YUV) monitor outputs for each 
input. The SE-1000 package includes two 19” racks of 3 monitors each and a 
holder that has an extra 1ru space for an intercom. It also comes with a tally box with six 
LED tally lights. One benefit of the package is that the monitors are included.

No genlock is required because there are built in frame synchronizers. But for 
those who wish, this switcher may be slaved to an external reference.

The SE-1000 is a compact, portable switcher that does all processing in HD, 
accepts either HD or SD and is supported by a family of collateral products 
including monitors, distribution amplifiers, tally lights and intercoms. In addition, 
there is a range of shipping cases and mobile studios customized just for the 
SE-1000. All equipment operates on 12Vdc for use in a van.

SE-1000 HD/SD Digital Video Switcher 

Video In:
* Live input: 5  HD-SDI/YUV or SD SDI/YUV (not mixed)
* SXGA input for any image or live video from PC
* Still Frame memory as a background image from PC 
* SMPTE color bars as 7th source.

Video Out:
Program:
SD output: SD-SDI/YUV  x 3 (PGM x 2 PVWx1, AUXx2) 
HD output: - HD-SDI/YUV x 3 (PGM x 2 PVWx1, AUXx2)

Monitor:
Individual 16:9 composite monitor output for each video input.
Aux output can select any input and output source for recording and calibration.
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SE-1000 can mix HD or SD in
a studio and roll from set to set.

The SE-1000 sets up faster than
the lights in a rented studio.

SE-1000 can be put away after 
worship service.

The SE-1000 package fits in a 
corner away from the action.

FREE TRIAL CALL US  (562) 696-2324 or E-MAIL: contactus@datavideo.us

The SE-1000 Mobile Studio can
quickly set up and mix SD or 
HD in a musical venue.

The SE-1000 
Mobile Studio 
fits alomst everywhere.


